Drachenfels Warhammer Horror
If you ally need such a referred drachenfels warhammer horror book that will
provide you worth, acquire the categorically best seller from us currently from
several preferred authors. If you want to funny books, lots of novels, tale,
jokes, and more fictions collections are as well as launched, from best seller
to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections drachenfels warhammer
horror that we will unquestionably offer. It is not on the order of the costs.
Its approximately what you compulsion currently. This drachenfels warhammer
horror, as one of the most practicing sellers here will categorically be in the
middle of the best options to review.
Drachenfels Jack Yeovil 1989
Beasts in Velvet Jack Yeovil 2019 The dark, crowded streets of Altdorf,
greatest city of the Old World, have always teemed with rogues and cut-throats.
But now the City Watch is faced with its greatest challenge, a murderer so
savage that he is known only as the Beast. Against a background of mounting
fear and hysteria, three unlikely allies must work together to track down the
killer. A trail of bloody clues leads to the Imperial court -- can the Beast be
apprehended before the Empire is overwhelmed by the flames of revolution?
Comeback Tour Jack Yeovil 2007 Elvis might not be a colonel in the US Army any
more, but he's got a reputation as being one of the toughest independent
Sanctioned Ops in the South. Can he prevent further destruction of the world
while fighting off the KKK, swamp mutants and voodoo priests?
The Laughter of Dark Gods David Pringle 2002-06-25 Popular British fantasy and
horror writers, including Brian Stableford (writing as Brian Craig) and William
King, journey into the deadly world of sword and sorcery, wizards and warriors,
in a collection of short fiction set in the Warhammer universe. Original.
Silver Nails Jack Yeovil 2002-10-01 Readers are taken through a journey in the
fantasy land of Warhammer through five interwoven novellas featuring Genevieve
the vampire. From the bandit-infested Grey Mountains to the Chaos Wastes, these
stories show that nowhere, not even the sanctity of the capital city of the
empire, is safe.
Drachenfels Jack Yeovil 1989 The Warhammer world is a land of grim fantasy and
perilous adventure, threatened by the Dark Powers. This dark tale of magic and
horror is the first story of Detlef Scerick, greatest playwright and impresario
in the Warhammer world.
Neferata Josh Reynolds 2013-01-01 The vampire queen Neferata plots to create a
new empire. Neferata is a queen without a kingdom. Lahmia has fallen, her
vampire children have scattered and she is reduced to draining blood from the
beasts of the mountains. After a chance encounter with a party of dwarfs, she
sets her sights on a capital for her new empire - the stronghold of Silver
Pinnacle. She calls her allies to battle - but can she truly trust Ushoran,
Lord of Masks, and his bestial Strigoi vampires?
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Undeath Ascendant: A Vampire Omnibus Various 2021-05-25 Explore the shadows
with this great vampire omnibus from the Warhammer Old World. TBC
Sepulturum Nick Kyme 2020-03-03 A nightmarish Warhammer Horror novel set in the
Warhammer 40,000 universe. Morgravia Sanctus is being hunted. She doesn’t know
by whom or why, only that her life is in danger. She goes into hiding in the
low-hive of Blackgeist, in the hope of losing her pursuers and piecing together
the fragments of her broken memory. Something happened to her, a profound
trauma that left behind the ‘red dreams’ and a physical agony that can strike
at any moment. She searches for someone called the ‘Broker’, a trafficker in
memories and psychic mind manipulation, but before she can make contact
catastrophe befalls the city. A plague sweeps the districts, turning its
citizens into blood hungry monsters. Order collapses, death and slaughter are
rampant. Caught up in the carnage, Morgravia must flee again. As the ravening
spreads, and more and more succumb, is there any hope of ever stopping this
contagion?
Warlords of Karak Eight Peaks Guy Haley 2019-04-16 During the Golden Age of the
dwarfs, Karak Eight Peaks was a beacon of prosperity. Now it is beset by foes –
skaven, goblins and more. The tales in this omnibus chart the desperate defence
against these brutal enemies. Once, during the great Golden Age of the dwarfs,
Karak Eight Peaks was a beacon of prosperity and unbridled wealth. Many a dwarf
king looked on with envious eyes at this sprawling mountain fastness. But the
history of the dwarfs is riddled with tragedy and none more so than the lords
of Eight Peaks whose holds were devastated by earthquakes and ravaged by the
predatations of goblins, ratmen and even darker horrors. This omnibus edition
charts three bleak episodes in the history of the doomed Eight Peaks and its
fall to annihilation and infamy. From warlords like the cunning goblin king
Skarsnik and the murderous skaven chieftain Headtaker to the noble dwarfs
seeking to save or reclaim these war-torn halls for their kin like Thorgrim
Grudgebearer, all have a stake in the fate of the notorious Karak Eight Peaks.
Includes the novels Skarsnik and Headtaker, the novella Thorgim and several
short stories.
Deacon of Wounds David Annandale 2021-02-02 Spine-chilling Warhammer Horror
novel set in the Warhammer 40,000 Universe. The planet of Theotokos is dying of
thirst. For years, Arch-Deacon Ambrose has done everything in his power to help
the people. Charismatic, virtuous, pious, he is as beloved as the corrupt
Cardinal Lorenz, who hoards the water reserves beneath the Ecclesiarchal
Palace, is feared. When Lorenz dies, Ambrose’s moment has arrived. As good as
his intentions are, he is also proud. He will be the saviour Theotokos needs,
and bring the relief of water to the suffering. But there is something worse
than drought to come. Lorenz’s death unleashes a terrible plague, soon to be
known as the Grey Tears. As Ambrose struggles to save Theotokos from the Grey
Tears, the unnatural nature of the plague becomes clearer and clearer, and he
is driven to more and more extreme measures. He fears malign forces lurk behind
the Grey Tears. The truth is worse than his most awful imaginings.
Ignorant armies David Pringle 1989
The Wicked and the Damned Josh Reynolds 2019-04-02 A chilling mosaic novel by
masters of their craft. On a misty cemetery world, three strangers are drawn
together through mysterious circumstances. Each of them has a tale to tell of a
narrow escape from death. Amid the toll of funerary bells and the creep and
click of mortuary-servitors, the truth is confessed. But whose story can be
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trusted? Whose recollection is warped, even unto themselves? For these are
strange stories of the uncanny, the irrational and the spine-chillingly
frightening, where horrors abound and the dark depths of the human psyche is
unearthed. A chilling portmanteau. I could feel the hairs on the back of my
neck prickling. The perfect combination of horror and Warhammer 40,000.’ Paul
Kane – bestselling and award-winning author of Sherlock Holmes and the Servants
of Hell and Before
The Daemon's Curse Dan Abnett 2005 A cruel and ruthless opportunist, dark elf
aristocrat Malus Darkblade makes his way through the perilous Warhammer world,
from the treacherous courts of the dark elves to the horrors of the Chaos
Wastes, in the first of five novels chronicling the adventures of the antihero. Original.
Vampire of the Mists Christie Golden 2011-12-13 Alone in a strange world and
torn by grief, a vampire accepts the hospitality of the local lord. But can the
vampire trust him once he discovers the land’s dark connection to his own quest
for revenge? From the Trade Paperback edition.
Requiem Infernal Peter Fehervari 2019-10-15 On a distant world, an obscure
order of the Adepta Sororitas study their founder's visions. They live in
solitude… which is about to be broken as danger approaches. The Adepta
Sororitas of the Last Candle have stood vigil over their sanctuary world for
centuries, striving to decipher their founder's tormented visions. Outsiders
are unwelcome… yet still they come. Decimated by an encounter with a lethal
xenos entity, the survivors of an elite Astra Militarum company have journeyed
to the Candleworld in search of healing, escorted by a woman who is no stranger
there – Sister Hospitaller Asenath Hyades, who turned her back on the order
decades ago. As the seekers near the sect's bastion, malign forces begin to
stir among the planet's storm-wracked spires, but the most insidious shadows
lie in their own souls.
Invocations Lora Gray 2019-12-10 A collection of short horror stories from
across the Worlds of Warhammer. An Imperial Priest extracts a monstrous
confession; a widower embarks on a doomed pilgrimage; a witch hunter returns to
the place of his nightmares… Invocations is Black Library’s second Warhammer
Horror anthology, featuring more short stories set in the chilling hellscape of
the 41st millennium and the arcane gloom of the Mortal Realms. From the
whispering corridors of abandoned hospitals to the shrieking dungeons of
ghostly castles, this collection of sinister stories further explores the
unspeakable evil at large in the Warhammer worlds. Contains the following
stories; Lora Gray He Feasts Foever Ray Cluley Flesh and Blood Richard Strachan
The Growing Seasons David Annandale The Hunt Steven Sheil The Healer Nick Kyme
Stitches Pete McLean Blood Sacrifice Jake Ozga Supplication David Annandale The
Summons of Shadows Clint Werner A Sending from the Grave David Annandale From
the Halls, the Silence Justin Hill The Confession of Convict Kline
Under the Pendulum Sun Jeannette Ng 2017-10-03 Winner of the John W. Campbell
Award, “Best New Writer” The Guardian’s “The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy
of the Year” SyFy Wire’s “10 Best Sci-Fi & Fantasy Books of the Year” Victorian
missionaries travel into the heart of the newly discovered lands of the Fae, in
a stunningly original fantasy that mixes Crimson Peak with Jonathan Strange &
Mr. Norrell Catherine Helstone’s brother, Laon, has disappeared in Arcadia,
legendary land of the magical Fae. Desperate for news of him, she makes the
perilous journey, only to find herself alone and isolated in the sinister house
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of Gethsemane. At last, there comes news: her beloved brother is riding to be
reunited with her soon—but the Queen of the Fae and her insane court are hard
on his heels. Now containing exclusive reader notes and reading group
questions.
Runefang C. L. Werner 2008 With the fate of Wissenland in the balance, the
count and his advisors come up with a desperate plan to send Baron von Rabwald
and a small expedition in search of the Solland Runefang, a mystical weapon
capable of destroying their foes.
The Reverie TBC 2020-10-27 Fantastic Warhammer Horror title set in the 41st
Millennium. Exalting war and art in harmony, the warrior-artisans of the Angels
Resplendent have forged a radiant haven amidst a blighted galaxy. But an
ancient sin stains their honour – a wound in their world that will never heal.
Ignorant souls would call it a forest, but those who watch over it know better.
Nothing natural grows in the Reverie’s snow-swept glades or wanders amongst the
unnatural things that do, save for the intruders who trespass on its pain. Some
seek revelation or redemption, others dream of winning a place amongst the
Resplendent, but all come because they must. Three travellers are drawn into
the conspiracy that wards the wound – a knight haunted by his lost humanity, an
aging poet who refuses to go gently into the night and a scholar who yearns to
redeem mankind. All must face their shadows in the Reverie, but only one shall
gaze upon its heart, where a deeper darkness beats.
The Vampire Genevieve Jack Yeovil 2008-09-30 Back by popular demand! The
omnibus edition of Jack Yeovil's four classic Vampire Genevieve novels:
Drachenfels, Genevieve Undead, Beasts in Velvet and Silver Nails.
The Enemy Within Richard Lee Byers 2007 After being accused of heresy,
Celestial wizard Dieter Schumann is blackmailed by a dangerous witch hunter
into undertaking a mission to infiltrate the Red Crown Chaos cult to uncover
the identity of its leader, risking not only his life, but also his very soul,
to clear his name. Original.
Deathwing David Pringle 2002-01-02 A new collection of short stories chronicles
the exploits of the Deathwing, the secretive inner circle of the Emperor's
warriors, the Dark Angels, in the stark and brutal universe of Warhammer
40,000. Original.
Trollslayer William King 2013-10 After fleeing the authorities in the Imperial
city of Altdorf, Felix Jaeger swears a drunken oath to dour dwarf Gotrek
Gurnisson to record his death saga. In the cold light of day, Felix's worst
fears are confirmed as he learns that Gotrek is a Trollslayer - a dwarf doomed
to seek out a heroic death in battle to atone for an unknown personal disgrace.
Their travels throw them into a string of extraordinary adventures as Felix
tries to survive his companion's destiny.
Dark Harvest Josh Reynolds 2019-12-10 A Horror story set in the Warhammer: Age
of Sigmar universe. A brand new Warhammer Horror novel from Josh Reynolds Set
in Warhammer Age of Sigmar universe Think Constantine meets The Wicker Man as
we follow our lead character (Harran Blackwood) as he ventures deep into the
marshlands of Ghyran in search of an old friend. B format Paperback so £8.99
Will have fore edge printing Comparative title - The Wicked and the Damned
1-78496-939-7
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The Thousand Thrones Green Ronin 2008-01-30 This book details an epic Warhammer
Fantasy Roleplay campaign that spans the length and breath of the Empire and
beyond!
Warrior Priest Darius Hinks 2010-10-26 Warrior Priest Jakob Wolff sets out to
track down his brother, whose soul been tainted by the Ruinous Powers. Family
must be put to one side as he battles to prevent the Empire from sinking into
Chaos, with only his strength of arms and the purity of his beliefs to call
upon.
Terror in Talabheim T. S. Luikart 2006 This adventure takes place in the city
of Talabheim. Players are given extensive background on the city of Talabheim
as they are given an adventure that features a complex web of obligations,
bribery and moral conundrums. This adventure ties into the "Children of the
horned rat" background book.
Horror Phil Hardy 1996 The third volume in this classic series contains
critical entries, each complete with a plot synopsis, on nearly 2,000 horror
films, from early chillers such as Nosferatu, to modern chillers like Single
White Female.
Vampire Genevieve Kim Newman 2021-04-13 Experience the gothic splendour of
Warhammer Horror in this great omnibus. Evil has a new enemy… one of its own.
Meet Genevieve Dieudonné. She’s beautiful, powerful, resourceful and courageous
– and over four hundred years old. In the crowded cities and dark forests of
the Warhammer world, Genevieve and her unlikely companions battle the forces of
malevolence and insanity. However, the vampire blood running through
Genevieve’s veins means she must constantly fight the urge to surrender to the
evil within. The Vampire Genevieve collects together all the tales of Genevieve
and her unusual allies into one packed volume, including Drachenfels, Genevieve
Undead, Beasts in Velvet, and Silver Nails.
Genevieve Undead Kim Newman 2019-05-28 Humanity was not the first species to
walk amongst the stars. Their existance is a mere blink of an eye to those
immortal beings that still exist. Now a discovery has been made that may lead
to a savage upheaval in their aeon-long dormancy. A race will begin for an
ancient device of galaxy-destroying power. After her return from Drachenfels,
Genevieve Dieudonne, the vampire femme fatale, embarks on an odyssey of selfdiscovery in which she must face monsters and magicians, intrigue and evil. Her
journey takes her from the depths of an old theater to an accursed mansion
under a deadly gothic spell, and finally to the hunt of a savage unicorn mare
through haunted forests.
Gotrek & Felix: The First Omnibus William King 2006-08-08 Gotrek the dwarf
trollslayer and his companion Felix are Black Library's most popular fantasy
duo. This omnibus edition gives readers a unique opportunity to enjoy their
first three adventures through the haunted forests, mountains and castles of
the grim Warhammer world.
Drachenfels Jack Yeovil 2019-04-16 High medieval gothic horror, featuring
vampire Genevieve, from an undisputed master of macabre fiction. Detlef Sierck,
the self-proclaimed greatest playwright in the world, has declared that his
next production will be a recreation of the end of the Great Enchanter,
Constant Drachenfels – to be staged at the very site of his death, the fortress
of Drachenfels itself. But the castle's dark walls still hide a terrible and
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deadly secret which may make the first night of Detlef's masterpiece the last
of his life.
Orgy of the Blood Parasites Jack Yeovil 1994 When student animal rights
activists break into the university lab, they release rabbits. The virus these
rabbits contain produces an army of mutants with superhuman strength and an
insatiable bloodlust. As their numbers grow, the chemical company responsible
tries to stop the mutants.
Valkia the Bloody Sarah Cawkwell 2012 "Warrior-maiden and consort of the blood
god Khorne, the name Valkia the Bloody is feared among all the tribes of the
north -- friend and foe alike. From her earliest days as a shield bearer for
her father King Merroc, she has known nothing but unending warfare and the
brutal politics of the tribal leaders, and soon reaches out to seize power for
herself. Though her feral beauty might attract unlikely suitors and her enemies
may plot against her in secret, Valkia holds the patronage of the Ruinous
Powers, and Khorne will not allow his chosen queen to fall."--Publisher.
Castle of Blood C L Werner 2019-11-12 A Horror short story set in the Warhammer
Age of Sigmar Universe. Guests are arriving at the ancient castle of Mhurghast,
summoned by the reclusive Count von Koeterberg. They expect a grand feast, and
something more... The ambitious Baron expects to inherit the Count's wealth;
the wife of a broken swordsmith hopes to revisit happier times; the fallen
priest prays for a chance of recovering his faith. Seven families, each with
their own dark secrets. Each with their own hidden agenda. Each marked for
revenge. Doomed to discover the depths of horror and despair, it is not a night
of revelry that awaits them, but a night of unprecedented terror. Son will turn
against father and daughter against mother, as daemonic evil descends upon
Mhurghast.
Demon Download Jack Yeovil 2005 Vatican hitwoman Sister Chantal is drawn to the
American midwest in her hunt for an insidious demon cult. But even she never
expects a sinister plot involving a living computer virus, a possessed U.S.
Cavalry cruiser, and a desert outpost commanded by a maniac. Original.
Gothghul Hollow Anna Stephens 2022-02-15 Fantastic Horror story from the
exciting Mortal Realms of Warhammer Age of Sigmar. The Hollow. A lonely
Shyishan town, obscured amongst wild moorland, inhabited by folk of vigilant
routine. What remains of the once illustrious Gothghul family endures season
upon season of monastic isolation in their castle on the hill. Aaric Gothghul,
made callous by loss, shuts himself in his study and broods over arcane texts,
while his strange and formidable daughter wanders the forests alone. But when
the town is threatened by a spate of sinister manifestations, the quiet
formality of their days end. Worse still, the upheaval disturbs a terrible
family secret – a chilling memory that Aaric has kept buried for twenty-five
years. Now, father and daughter must set aside their differences and search for
answers to an ancient curse that is somehow linked to their past. Aided by a
straight-talking sharpshooter and a shrewd man of faith, they seek to fathom
the forces that assail the Hollow. Scholar. Sorceress. Killer. Priest. Four
people divided by their secrets and lies, bound together by horror, must unite
their strengths to uncover a diabolic mystery – the clue to which they have but
one incomprehensible word: Mhurghast.
Maledictions Graham McNeill 2019-04-02 A eclectic collection of gut wrenching
tales to spook and scare. Horror is no stranger to the worlds of Warhammer. Its
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very fabric is infested with the arcane, the strange and the downright
terrifying. From the cold, vastness of the 41st millenium to the creeping evil
at large in the Mortal Realms, this anthology of short stories explores the
sinister side of Warhammer in a way it never has been before. Psychological
torment, visceral horrors, harrowing tales of the supernatural and the
nightmares buried within, this collection brings together some of the best
horror writing from the Black Library. Featuring stories from Graham McNeill,
Cassandra Khaw, Alec Worley, David Annandale and more.
The House of Night and Chain David Annandale 2019-10-29 At the edge of the city
of Valgaast, Malveil awaits. It is a house of darkness. Its halls are filled
with history and pain. It knows all secrets, and no weakness can be hidden from
it. Now it stirs eagerly because its prey approaches. Colonel Maeson Strock of
the Adeptus Ministorum is returning to his ancestral mansion. He is a shell of
a man, broken by the horrors of war and personal loss. Colonel Strock has come
home to take up the mantel of planetary governor. He hopes he can purge his
home world of political corruption. He hopes he can reforge connections with
his estranged children. He hopes he can rebuild his life. Malveil will feast on
his hopes. Strock believes he has seen the worst of the galaxy’s horrors.
Malveil will show him how wrong he is.
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